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Part One

You want to hear a story, eh? A "dragon's tale?" Ha, ha! Oh, what a clever pair of young,
tender hoomons, you are! "Tale" sounds so much like "tail". I've never heard such a play
on words before! But come a little deeper into my cave and we'll see how clever you
really are. It's been a couple days since a goat has wandered past and I am hungry.
No, no... come back, you know I won't eat you. Hoomons and dragons are at peace,
remember? We don't eat you or your livestock, and you don't attack us with your sharp
metal sticks.
So you want a story? Well, you've found the right dragon as I am known for my
anecdotes. I will tell you a truly entertaining legend, but not all at once. I'll start a story
and then you decide if it's good enough to hear the rest. If you do, bring a plump
chicken with you next time and you'll get to hear a little more. A dragon's got to eat,
after all, and I am old, stiff in leg and wing. I'd rather blow smoke than hunt.
Which story? Hmmm... I've got the perfect one. But where to start?
Let's start at the beginning, so to speak. A dragon's beginning is likely the first thing you
don't quite understand about us, as we are quite different from you. When hoomons are
born, your thoughts hardly exist, and you're weak and needy. You require a nurse for
years and wear your droppings in a cloth until someone has pity on you and cleans you
of your filth. Hopefully in a few summers you can speak and maybe in a dozen you
might learn to hunt and feed yourself. How sad. Thank Heet and Fyre you two are old
enough to not wear your scat around me!
For us, when we hatch, it is not like you. For a hundred suns, as we have filled out our
shell, we have listened to the sounds around us and have seen the shadows of our

elders. We are alive and learning before we are born. When we emerge from our eggs,
we are strong and ready, our shells our first kill. We have already learned to listen and
we understand much. Within a few suns our wings have stretched and the our jaws can
utter the words already known in our minds. Our knowledge and skills come quickly and
by summer's end, if wise and strong, we are initiated into our clan -- in your tongue the
closest word would be Pride.
And that, my two tasty hoomons, is where my tale begins, with a young dragon named
HyWend just before she was to be initiated.
HyWend was one of a clutch of seven that year. We laid our eggs and raised our
hatchlings together, and Heet and Fyre gave us a nestful. But HyWend was a little
different from most hatchlings. She was healthy, to be sure, with the makings of a strong
neck and a long tail, and was golden in scale and eye. But that wasn't so different from
the other six in her clutch. It was her curious, adventurous nature right from the start
that set her apart.
Before HyWend was named -- and so named because of this very event -- she caught
sight of an eagle flying over the mouth of our volcano home. From that point on, she
was determined to climb to the top and look out upon the world, to fully see the blue
and the creatures that flew in its winds. It did not help her to hear that she lived in just a
smaller, hollow lava dome inside the much larger crater of the volcano, or to be patient
since soon she and her clutchmates would be ready to go out into the crater where she
could easily see the sky. On the contrary, just knowing she was that close made it all the
worse.
One day, despite the warnings of her clutchmates and elders, she snuck away and began
to climb up the steep, ragged sides inside the Dome. Usually, hatchlings' claws aren't
quite firm enough and their limbs not strong enough for such a rigorous ascent, but she
was persistent and actually made it almost near the top.
And there, just a few winglengths from the mouth as she gazed out at the sky, gray with
roiling storm clouds, a gust of wind blew in, knocked her loose, and sent her spinning.
She had sense enough to spread her wings and by the time she reached the bottom she
was gliding. It was not a flight of beauty but it kept her from dashing on the rocks below.
She landed with a crash, rolled past the opening to the ElderLair, and caused all sorts of
commotion.

To say the dragons around her were furious would be an understatement. It was not her
rough landing, though, that brought such anger down upon her. It was because she had
been flying. You see, though the dragons of FyreKeep had wings, we did not fly. And
why did we not? That is a wonderful question, as wonderful as your meaty legs. And
soon you'll understand why.
HyWend was escorted back to her clutchhold, scolded the entire way. When they were
alone, the other hatchlings asked her what had happened. All the hatchlings were
unnamed at this point, not yet having their names revealed, but the males of her clutch
would soon be called TalonStryke, EmbarSpark, and DiamondFang. Besides HyWend, the
other three females would be named BrightTongue, ChimraBreak, and ThundarClaw.
It is lost to our Pride what was said by whom, but as her clutchmates heard her account,
the group was united in their disapproval but divided in the severity of her crime. A
raucous debate ensued. "She could have brought the whole mountain down atop us!"
one cried. "It was an accident. She may have had a foot in the nest but she crushed no
eggs and has surely learned from the experience," said another. "The law is in place for a
reason," a third said. "True, but it did not sound like she was actually flying," laughed the
fourth. Of course, HyWend chilled blue with embarrassment. Only her closest friend
BrightTongue defended her but only for how the others were treating her.
A short time later a pair of fearsome guardians arrived in full ceremonial armor. Dragons
don't wear clothing like you hoomons. Heet and Fyre have seeded this volcano with
what we need. The guardians' scales were encrusted with gemstones just like all the
dragons of FyreKeep, but during war or formal ceremony they also wore ornate metal
armor perfectly shaped by our artisians to offer great protection yet sacrifice no speed
or mobility. The guardians were always ready to defend against dangers from outside
the mountain and from the monsterous chimra from below, but never had the young
hatchlings seen them dressed for such high, solemn duty. As the other hatchlings shrunk
away in fear, the guardians took HyWend away to see the assembly of Elders.
FyreKeep was ruled by our most noble and wise who sat on a round perch cut from the
stone in the deepest, warmest chamber. The number of ruling Elders varied but the
circle could hold four claws and one. As HyWend descended down the rough cut path
into the ElderLair, the dragons within began a low growling hum of sacred song. In the
center of the circle next to our most holy flame, our Keeper, our leader of leaders, rose

to full height. Firelight dazzled HyWend's eyes as the jewels across the Keeper's chest
caught its light, refracting and reflecting in thousands of directions. It was almost too
much to bear, the light and the sound, but HyWend kept her wits and took her place
under the intense gaze of a dozen stern faces.
I don't know hoomon expressions extremely well, but I can tell from your hunted eyes
that you can sympathize with how young HyWend felt being taken before such an an
assembly. And thankfully, just as she thought she might crack into a hundred shards, the
Keeper herself rescued her. "Elders," she said, "I can see that we've impressed the
seriousness of this situation upon the young hatchling before us. I propose to take this
one under my wing and speak to her alone. I think her ears might hear more clearly with
less smoke in the air." The others agreed and HyWend soon found herself following
along behind our revered Keeper through a maze of tunnels she did not know, each
step taken filling her with more dread of what might come.
After a long, silent walk, the Keeper finally spoke. "Come, hatchling. See why we do not
fly."
HyWend's worry gave way to curiosity as she followed the Keeper up a gentle incline to
a bright opening leading out to a narrow ledge. She had never been out in the daylight
before and her eyes narrowed and fluttered. But as she took up position next to the
Keeper, her eyes adjusted and she saw the outside world for the first time. And it wasn't
even in the crater. They were out on the side of the mountain, halfway to the summit,
looking out over a green valley. HyWend felt awe as her hungry eyes and ears took in
every detail and her starving nostrils drew in each scent: fresh cool air, crisp green pines,
lazy eagles circling an updraft, sun sparkled water, the trill of birds, and meaty smoke. It
was both overwhelming and exhilarating.
Far below, a small hoomon village near a winding stream drew her gaze. Her eyes
widened as she saw the livestock corralled and hoomon children playing among the
paltry houses. A gust of wind raced up the mountain and HyWend's wings unfurled
instinctively. She wanted to race through the skies, to hunt, to roar with some unnamed
emotion. But then something within HyWend ached with wrongness, with emptiness.
Something was very amiss.
"What is this?" she cried out, turning to the Keeper. She reached up, taking her forearm
and held onto it tightly.

"Do you feel it?" the Keeper said slowly, solemnly. "The urge?"
"Yes. It is unbearable!"
The Keeper paused thoughtfully and then maneuvered HyWend until they had both
turned their backs to the view so as to instead stare into the darkness of the cave. "We
cannot satisfy the urge... and hoomons are the reason."
"Hoomons? But why?" HyWend asked.
And I can tell from your very hoomon expressions that you wish to know, too. But that
will be a tale for another day. Maybe tomorrow? Oh, and don't forget something tasty
for me to eat, if you find it worth hearing more of my story.

Part Two

Ah, I am pleasd to see you return! And now there are three of you. You two boys have
now brought a scrumptious looking girl with you if I can tell you hoomons apart
correctly. And do my failing eyes deceive me, but is that a chicken in your basket? I'll just
take that back in my cave and will return in just a moment. I know how squeamish you
hoomons are. Please have a seat on those rocks there that I've prepared for you and
covered with moss to make them soft. I'll be right back.
Mmm, that was a fine chicken. It's been such a long time since I've had forbidden prey.
Why do you look so angry, by dear hoomon friends? What? You feel like it was unfair of
the Keeper to blame hoomons for keeping dragon folk from flying?
There are things that are true, and there are things that are deeply true. And it was true
that hoomons had a foot in the nest. Dragons and hoomons had been at war with one
another for a thousand summers. The Keeper told HyWend of hoomons' fear of dragons
and their immediate attacks with their sharp metal sticks, and how dragons learned to
roam the ground like snakes where they could hunt unseen in the brush, and how
dragon folk had retreated into the warmth and safety of FyreKeep, and how a foolish
hatchling named PrideBreak had once caused an avalanche inside the Mountain with his
reckless flying and had nearly destroyed the Pride. And it was for these reasons dragons
no longer flew. It was too dangerous.
The Keeper then named her HyWend. It was not an acknowledgement of her desire for
flight but rather a warning that to do so might bring destruction down upon the Pride.
The Keeper had not said so but HyWend realized her name was her punishment. She
would never feel pride and joy in hearing her name. Now each time it was uttered, it
would remind her and everyone else of why she fell to the ground and the shame that
came with it.
After the Keeper had returned HyWend to her clutchmates, she brooded in silence for
many suns. It was BrightTongue, the wisest and most thoughtful of their clutch and
HyWend's closest friend, who finally brought her to speak through her beautiful,
mournful songs. And once HyWend began to talk, the words came like cascading

streams of water that rush down the mountain channels after a fierce rain. I won't tell
you all that was said, though it is worthy of hearing. What is important to realize is there
are things that are true and there are things that are deeply true, and what you must
know is that HyWend's heart did not burn with deep truth.
"There on that accursed cliff I had a hunger for something, what it was I do not know,"
she said. "And now I think it wasn't the want of flying or hunting. I've hunted the mice in
our lair and I did fly in a sense when I fell. No, this 'urge' was something else entirely.
And I think the Keeper knew it. She knew it and misled me! It was like she told me I was
hungry when she knows I'm actually thirsty, and though there is truth to what she said,
the food she gave me did not quench my thirst."
"Caution, my dear friend," BrightTongue whispered with alarm. "Your words echo in
these caves and we've learned in just one summer how dragons' ears are as hungry as
their stomachs. If the wrong one hears your words, you will be cast out of FyreKeep as a
traitor. Instead let's watch and listen. If the truth is here, a secret with the Elders and the
Keeper, then us being close to them is where we will learn it." HyWend took her friend's
advice and the two kept their discussion and plans secret, while seeking out ways to
spend time in the company of the Elders.
As the clutch grew in size and knowledge, they were initiated and given various roles
within the Pride. HyWend and BrightTongue were sucessful in being assigned to serve
the Elders. They learned the Lore and the Wisdom, they memorized the songs and
legends of the Pride, they practiced the healing magics, and they helped to teach the
hatchlings who came the next winter.
TalonStryke and ChimraBreak apprenticed with the guardians and were both so named
for delaying a hungry chimra from attacking the Pride until the rest of the warriors
rallied to drive the beast back to the fiery depths. EmbarSpark became an artisian and
fire master. DiamondFang and ThundarClaw became hunters, the former having lost a
tooth in a tussle with a bear and having it replaced with a gemstone by the healers.
Several summers passed and HyWend and her clutchmates were nearly fully grown. Less
and less did HyWend and BrightTongue seek out the deep truth. Over time as they
heard and learned the whole of the Lore and the Wisdom, the truth seemed more
truthful than the deep truth. I hope I did not confuse you hoomons too badly with my
clever words. They simply heard the truthful explanations so often that the ache for

deep truth was satisfied just enough, much how starving dragons will drink their fill of
water to stave off the pangs of hunger. They even began to refer to those truth hunting
times as their silly hatchling days.
One day as HyWend left the ElderLair on an errand regarding the water pools outside
the Dome, she caught sight of a young dragon racing along the walls of the Dome
above. It was one of her students, a hatchling in his first summer. He scrabbled over
outcroppings, jumped from boulder to boulder, tore into a shallow cave and then out.
As he leapt over a narrow crevice, his wings unfurled and his leap stretched longer than
normal.
"Hatchling!" she heard her voice bark out with great authority. Dozens of eyes turned
toward her, but hers were fixed on the young male who had halted on a ledge a few
winglengths above her.
"Yes Elder?" he cried. Fear crossed his features. He quickly climbed down the rock walls
and approached her, head bowed. She had never been called Elder before nor treated
with such respect. She could not help but to swell with pride.
She kept her voice low but firm. "You shall not carry on like such. Your wings opened
and you began to fly."
"I'm sorry, Elder. I didn't even realize it until you called out to me. I didn't mean to."
"Once may be a mistake, but twice is a choice. Don't do it again. Run along now."
"I understand, Elder." The hatchling began to slink away, but then hesitated and turned.
"Elder?"
"Yes?" she asked. He seemed conflicted. "Go on," she prompted.
"I wish to ask a question but I'm afraid it will sound disrespectful. I only wish to
understand." When she nodded, he continued. "Why are we not allowed to fly? It seems
so... natural."
HyWend did not respond right away. She remembered when she had such questions
and her own similar experience. In a quiet, kind voice she said, "There once was a
dragon who wanted to see the sky above and the world beyond. One day she sneaked
away and climbed nearly to the top of the Dome but she fell. She felt terror like nothing

before or since, and like you, her wings spread without her even realizing it and she
glided to the ground, upsetting the whole Pride. She nearly crashed into the ElderLair."
"So flying saved her?"
Her response was louder and sharper than she expected or wanted. "No! Flying did
not..." Her words died between her fangs, but after a few long moments she said quietly,
"You have an extra assignment. Go to BrightTongue with the LoreGatherers and learn of
PrideBreak. You shall sing the song to me after your ClutchGather tomorrow."
The hatchling ran off but HyWend's attention focused inward. And in her deep heart a
deep truth whispered: "Flying saved me."
For the rest of day as Sun watched them as it crossed the sky, that treasonous thought
troubled her. It troubled her deeply. She considered going to the Keeper, even well
preparing the conversation in her mind. It would have started with a request for
guidance on how to answer the hatchling's thoughts and questions. But she dismissed
that for fear of her own doubts being revealed. She did not discuss it with BrightTongue,
either, not knowing where her friend stood on the matter any longer. So HyWend kept
her questions to herself.
Over the summers of her youth she had uncovered as much as she could find in the
songs and in the Lore and the Wisdom of the Pride. Yet the lava always hardened the
same way: flying was dangerous due to hoomons on the outside of FyreKeep and safety
to the Pride on the inside. Yet it seemed so inconsistent. The Pride faced many dangers:
the volcano erupting, chimra attacks from the scorching depths, a shortage of food or
water, winters being too cold, a clutch being too small, and others. Of all those great
dangers regularly faced it seemed like flying should hardly be a concern and definitely
undeserving of the harshest punishments.
Over the next few suns HyWend found herself sitting long or wandering aimlessly,
consumed by these thoughts. And one day as she prowled the caves in absent reflection,
she found a new opening from where a small section of wall had recently given way, and
on the other side was a cavern. It was large, dusty, and had probably never been seen. It
would easily house the entire Pride if ever needed. She purposed to check the Lore and
the Wisdom to see if the cavern had been mentioned before and if not to add it. And as

with her student addressing her as Elder, pride swelled within her with the thought of
adding to the Wisdom of the Pride.
Yet, a moment later another treasonous thought filled her mind. The cavern was also so
large it would be the perfect place for a dragon to fly unseen.
Or learn to fly.
It was such a wicked thought that she immediately left the place and retraced her steps
toward more familiar tunnels. But there is truth and there is deep truth. And though
deep truth might be buried, it always seeks the light. The hunger for such drove
HyWend back to the cavern. To one side a large boulder rested. HyWend climbed it and
spread her wings.
The sensation was odd. The only time HyWend ever opened her wings was just a little to
use them as a covering on the coldest of nights and sometimes a little wider to catch
Sun's light in the high summer when it poured its blessed heat down the volcano's
mouth. Some of her joints popped. The translucent skin grew taut. Everything felt stiff
but the longer she held her wings in place the more comfortable it became. As her
student had said, it felt natural.
In the past HyWend had seen birds, and she tried to recall how they began flight. It
seemed like they hopped upwards while flapping their wings and then would be off in a
flash. Spreading her wings might feel natural but little else did when it came to using
them.
She began to flap. At first they were short, tentative flutters, hardly moving the dust at
her feet. But she found rhythm and began to scoop more and more of the air as she
explored the sensations and felt the pull and strain of each muscle. Slight variations in
her form made for completely different experiences of gust and pull. She increased the
tempo. Her strokes grew deeper and more powerful. She began to feel her body move,
to be pulled this way and that. She imagined herself lifting up and felt the weight on her
feet lessen.
This was the moment, she thought, and crouched low. With all of her strength she
sprung up off the boulder up into the air. Her straining wings pulled her upward but
then something stronger pulled her downward, and that something is what in your

tongue you call 'gravity'. And with a crash she landed belly first upon the pebbly ground.
Ancient ash and dust billowed up around her and settled down on her back as she laid
there in defeat. She was unhurt, but the rarely used muscles in her wings burned. And
some of the gems adorning her scales had dug in deep when she had hit the ground
while others had been peeled away. Mostly, she felt foolish.
And then a revelation hit her like a falling stone. Maybe the reason dragons did not fly
was because dragons really could not fly. Maybe the law was so important because it
protected them from the humiliation of knowing the truth? It was one thing to think you
were a powerful being who chose not to fly than to know you were not quite so
powerful a creature whose wings were too small or weak to be of any practical use. The
shame would be unbearable if it were true.
She pushed herself up on all fours and shook the dust and ash from her body. She eyed
the scrapes on her belly and replaced a few gems that had been knocked loose. And
then she made her way to the pools to wash herself. And afterwards she went to the
Keeper.
And this, my hoomon friends is a splendid place to end our story for the day. Perhaps
you can return tomorrow? Oh, and don't forget your chicken basket!

Part Three

Greetings friends! What have you brought me today? Hmmm... a loaf of your bread,
some berries, and a few boiled chicken eggs. From your expressions I can see you mean
well, but I'm afraid dragons only eat meat. But if you'll peel the shells off those eggs for
me, I'll make due with those. It's bad luck for a dragon to crack the shell of an egg, you
see. Maybe next time you can bring me some of those sausages I've heard about?
So to our tale... After her humiliating fall while trying to fly, HyWend had an epiphany. I
think that is what you call it in hoomonese. It is a sudden idea so hot that it can warm a
dragon the whole night through. After washing herself and concealing her scrapes, she
went right to the Keeper to ask if her insight were true.
The Keeper was glad to see her. "HyWend, I have wanted to commend you and to thank
you. The way you handled that hatchling who came close to flying was well done. It was
an egg ready to be crushed and you snatched it out from under the foot of disaster.
Only Heet and Fyre know what you may have prevented."
HyWend cooled at the praise and hoped it didn't show. If the Keeper had known of her
doubts and especially her own attempt at flying, the foot of disaster would come
squarely down upon her instead. "Thank you, Keeper. I have only done a dragon's duty.
I'm just glad I prevented him from climbing to the top of the Dome as some naughty
dragons have done." HyWend had learned the Keeper appreciated such wry talk and
used it purposefully at times to amuse her and gain her favor. And if ever she needed
her favor, it was now.
"Yes, indeed," the Keeper said with a chuckle. "There is one in every clutch, usually."
HyWend took a deep breath. "Flying is why I have come to you today. I believe I
understand the law and I wish to ask if what I understand is true."
The Keeper looked surprised but then stared at her intently. "Go on."
"I... I never felt like I fully understood the law against flying and I have pondered it long.
Of all our crimes, it is the most severely punished, yet there are so many dangers we
face that seem much more dire. It did not make sense."

The Keeper looked uncomfortable. "And what have you concluded?"
It was extremely difficult to say her next words and her voice almost cracked. "That
dragons... actually can't fly... and the law keeps us from the knowing of it and being
ashamed by it."
The Keeper looked long at her. At first HyWend thought she had been found out, but
then she began to see sadness flicker in the Keeper's eyes. "Yes, HyWend. It is true."
And with that confirmation HyWend heard a low, mournful sound. It was a song so
brimming with sadness that it filled her heart with grief to hear but a moment of it. But
then she was horrified to realize the dirge came from her own tongue. It was her own
song. She silenced herself immediately.
"Not many among us know the truth. Only myself and claw's worth of other Elders know
it. And now you. And we hide that truth like the last egg of our Pride. I lied to you,
HyWend. The truth is that 'urge' you felt on that ledge with me a few summers ago is
not an urge, it is a curse. We have lost what it takes to fly. Heet and Fyre have taken our
greatest gift away. It happened long ago and no one knows the why of it or how."
"But surely the Lore and the Wisdom? Is there not a song?"
"Our Lore and our Wisdom are silent on the matter. Perhaps there once was a song, but
as you have felt yourself, it hurt too much to sing."
HyWend settled on her haunches and dropped to her foreclaws, unable to sit upright
like a proud and proper dragon. Her nose nearly touched the ground.
"HyWend, you must keep this matter to yourself. Imagine if the whole Pride felt as you
do right now. If that were to happen and the chimra were to strike or something else...
I'm afraid we'd be done for."
"Of course, Keeper. I follow your wisdom as always."
"And HyWend, I will save you the trouble of pondering further, for I know the path of
your thoughts and where they will lead, for I have walked them myself. So I take you to
that next horrible truth. We live in this volcano in hopes of finding Heet. We feel the Old
One here and there when she feels the whim to give us her warmth, but... But we

haven't seen Fyre. None of us who are alive, at least. Perhaps he's hidden himself in the
lava below or withstands the chimra for us, but there is no song about that either."
"So the gods are absent too?"
"Possibly. But we believe they are just concealing themselves from us. We hope that
when they do show themselves, they will find us faithful."
HyWend left after the two comforted themselves in silence for awhile. And I can see her
sadness has fallen upon you, too, my hoomon friends. Indeed it is sad.
For a dragon, HyWend was more melancholy than most. And I'm sure you can
understand why from our story so far. And for the rest of that summer she was
especially sad. Her clutchmates and other friends and elders noticed and asked of her.
But she could never share what she knew. The Pride could never know that the law
against flying was only in place to hide the truth that dragons could not actually fly. So
solitude became more preferable to her. It was easy to keep the truth to herself when
she kept to herself.
As I told you before, Heet and Fyre have seeded the mountain with everything we need.
Rainwater collects in dragon-built pools outside the Dome. Some is kept cool for
drinking while other pools are situated over warm spots in the mountain and used for
bathing. Those are especially favorite places for dragons to warm themselves, especially
when the air grows cold. But there is one particular pool that is doubly warm as it also
gathers the sunlight for the whole of the day when Sun passes overhead.
SunWarm was HyWend's favorite pool and one day as she lounged alone, a huge
shadow flicked across the surface. HyWend looked up to the mouth of FyreKeep to see
a bird-like shape cross the bright orb of Sun. But it was enormous, much bigger than
any other bird HyWend had ever seen. As she watched it fly out of the glare of Sun, she
realized it was no bird at all.
It was a dragon. A flying dragon.
And just as quickly, it was past the rim of the volcano, out of sight.

HyWend sat there in the warmth of the water, quivering, waiting for the shape to return.
She did not allow herself to blink for fear of missing the silhouette if it crossed the blue
above. But after a few minutes she relaxed. Whatever it was, it was gone now.
Still, she sat looking upward, hoping for some sight of the creature. As Sun passed the
lip of the volcano, HyWend began to doubt herself. Maybe it had just been an couple
eagles flying together that looked like something bigger?
As the air began to chill, HyWend finally pulled herself from the warm water and shook
herself dry. As the last embers of hope died, she plodded toward the Dome and the
caves leading to her nest. But then she heard a distant roar of greeting. She spun,
looking upward to see a dark green dragon perched on the rim of the volcano, looking
down at her.
HyWend realized at some point she was climbing. It was a thing of deep hunger, like
when the hunters are unsuccessful for many days and finally bring a kill for the Pride to
share. All along she kept looking up at the strange, flying dragon, desperate for it to
stay in place. He watched her curiously the entire way, apparently willing to wait. And it
was quite a wait. When HyWend at last reached the summit, Sun was nearing the
horizon and the volcano's crater below was shrouded in darkness.
"Who are you?" she asked breathlessly as she drew close. He cocked his head.
"I have named myself WanderFar. My first name was ScamperSpot since I have this
brighter color on my neck right here. Then I chose HareChase for awhile and then
CloudReach. But since I decided to see the whole of the world, I now call myself
WanderFar."
"You... you choose your own name?" HyWend asked. It seemed like the most ridiculous
thing.
"Of course! You do not? How would you decide the way you fly, decide what you will
be?"
"No, our names are revealed to others and then given to us. We do not choose our own
names and certainly never change them whenever it suits us. My given name is
HyWend."

"What a majestic name! It makes me want to soar, to see the top of the tallest cloud!"
HyWend laughed aloud. "No, no... it does not mean that." She paused, the wonder and
delight of meeting a strange, flying dragon cooling. "It was a rebuke for something I did
as a hatchling."
The sudden, furious look on WanderFar's face chilled her. "Do you say that as a
hatchling you were given a name as a curse? And now you are trapped in that name
forever?"
She did not know how to respond. "I... we..."
"What wickedness! Such naming may as well be like tearing your wings and keeping you
on the ground forever! Wait! Did your WickedNamer also tear your wings? Is that why
you took half the Sun to climb up here?"
"I... we... none in my Pride can fly."
"We? There is a whole Pride here and none of you can fly?" WanderFar whipped his tail,
breaking off rocks that flew off the summit toward the northern valley. He breathed
deeply and then settled down on all fours, nearly crouched as if to pounce. "Where have
I wandered?" he growled. His chest rumbled, swelled, and glowed orange.
"What is this?" HyWend asked. She felt heat radiating off of him and reached a claw out.
The warmth was unmistakable. This dragon not only could fly, but he burned with inner
fire.
WanderFar cocked his head again, staring at her intently. But then realization crossed his
face. "The Banished. You are of The Banished. The Banished still exist!"
And what he meant by that will have to wait for another day, my hoomon friends.
Perhaps tomorrow? With sausages?

Part Four

Hoomon friends, I must admit that sausages don't exactly taste the way I thought they
would. The smokey flavor is pleasant but your farm pigs don't quite have the same
tastiness as the wild hogs of the forest. Maybe it is because they are cooked? Or maybe
it's the those plants you add to them to alter the flavor? No matter, my belly is full and I
have smoke to blow.
So yesterday our tale ended with WanderFar proclaiming that HyWend and the other
dragons of FyreKeep were The Banished. And just as you are undoubtedly wondering,
HyWend did as well and questioned him on what he meant.
"It is unbelievable if true," WanderFar said as he paced before her. She could tell
thoughts raced furiously through his mind and he struggled to grapple with whatever
revelation this was. "You may be the descendants of The Banished, a group of dragons
who, long, long ago, were stripped of their fire and sent away."
Of all the emotions she had felt over her life, HyWend had never felt such rage. In her
long search for deep truth, she had heard so many songs of the struggle of her Pride.
For countless generations they had lived on the edge of disaster. Each summer was a
race to prepare for the winter, each winter was arduous and barely survivable, each egg
laid was precious, and each hatchling unknowingly carried the hopes of the entire Pride
on its back that it would live to adulthood to replace those elders who had passed into
the smoke. And suddenly the rigid laws made much more sense. Without them, the
Pride would have never made it so long.
She may not have had fire in her chest like this wandering, flying dragon, but there was
more than enough fire in her eyes and words. "You come here, Stranger, bringing your
self-righteous judgment upon us and our ways. You call us wicked, saying I've been
unjustly trapped in my given name for a mistake of my youth. But now I hear you say my
Pride has been forever trapped, flightless and cold, in this cursed mountain for a crime
no one here even knows. Who is the wicked one here on this volcano top, WanderFar
SerpentTongue!" She crouched, claws extended and fangs bared, ready for battle.

WanderFar looked long at her, but made no move to match her threatening stance.
Finally he said in a quiet, gentle tone, "I cannot imagine how difficult it must be. I am
sorry for my hasty words and for the life you've been forced to live."
HyWend relaxed, thankful the growing darkness hid the tremble in her legs. She
suddenly realized she would have quickly lost that fight and likely would have come to
her end on the ground far below, her useless wings unable to stop her fall. And his
kindness in the face of her anger soothed her quite quickly and unexpectedly.
"Please. Please tell me what you've heard," she asked after a few moments of silence.
"We know nothing. It is lost to us why we can't fly and now I see that Fyre himself must
live inside you. We did not even know of such a thing. We thought the Old One had
hidden himself."
WanderFar nodded in the way dragons do. "You must be cold. May I sit next to you and
warm you as I speak?"
With her permission he came up beside her. His chest began to rumble like how the
mountain lions and your tasty farm cats sometimes do when they are pleased. An
orange glow rose up within him and HyWend felt the waves of heat. It was the most
wonderful thing, like sunwarmed stones in high summer on a windless day. They
crouched down next to each other and he extended a wing over her, which caught the
warmth and spread it over her whole body.
"I am no song master," he began. "But as a hatchling I heard the story of a dragon who
began the war with the hoomons. Before then the dragons and hoomons had peace but
after him all hoomons hated us and still do. He and some others with him were captured
and brought before the Elders. They used great magics to strip their fire and without fire
they could not fly. They were cast out of their Pride and all other Prides were forbidden
to take them. I thought The Banished had died out but they must have made their way
here and were able to survive in the warmth of your volcano? If it is true, it is amazing.
That song is so very old."
HyWend could hardly believe it herself. But as she felt the fire inside of a real flying
dragon next to her, it felt deeply true. "Do you know this dragon's name?"
"Oh... I don't remember. It was something about Pride, I think."

"Was it PrideBreak?"
"Yes! That is he. How did you know?"
"I have found him numerous times in our Lore and songs. He is usually a troublemaker
and the root of many of our laws. But now I see the truth of it, that he is our father, the
first of the fireless dragons of FyreKeep."
They crouched together quietly for some time, both deep in thought. Darkness
enveloped them, sprinkled with more stars than HyWend had ever seen from deep
within the smoky haze of the volcano.
When HyWend was about to doze off, WanderFar said, "I will keep you warm through
the night and when Sun begins to watch us, I will journey home to see what must be
done. Will you watch for me up here? Whatever I learn, I will return to this very place to
tell you. I believe my Pride is about twelve suns from here, so I shall try to return in one
wink of the moon.
"Yes, WanderFar HopeGiver. And thank you."
HyWend knew... What is that? What is a moonwink? Is that not how you say it in
hoomon tongue? Sun is the great eye of the day that watches and warms us. He stares
at us all day, every day with never a blink. And Moon is the same, watching at night, but
she slowly blinks over the course of twenty and eight suns. Moon's eye opens wide and
then slowly shuts to darkness and then opens up wide again. Surely, you hoomons
notice it? No matter.
HyWend knew it would be many suns before WanderFar would return, but she could not
help herself from venturing out of the Dome to stare at the distant rim of the volcano
for any hint of his silhouette. And as each sun passed, her time outside grew until she
spent nearly the whole of the day searching the sky.
During this time she told none of the Pride what she had learned. Part of her reason was
that now she knew the whole of the truth, it seemed so distant from what her Pride
believed to be true that she doubted anyone would believe her, at least not without a
real, flying dragon nearby. But the other part was a deep fear that WanderFar may not
actually return. What if he were forbidden to interact with the children of The Banished?

And what if he did return but had no good news for them? So she waited, not quite
patiently, for him to return.
The moon winked once and after another claw's worth of suns just as HyWend was
losing hope, WanderFar returned. Of course, she raced up to meet him. "What news?"
she asked with hardly a rumble of greeting as she nearly collapsed in front of him in
exhaustion from her climb.
He took no offense. "It took longer than I expected to find my way back, but now I'm
fairly sure how to fly a straight line. And my Elders took longer to decide as well, but
they have given me wisdom on what to do."
"Your tongue wanders farther than your travels. What must we do!" she cried.
WanderFar laughed but blew no more smoke. "You and your Pride are blameless in the
crimes of your ancestors, but you are ignorant of them as well. You and your folk must
learn the song of it and when you can sing it to me, I may remove your curse."
HyWend was overjoyed. "That is all? To learn and speak the truth of it is all we must
do?"
"Yes, go and speak to your Keeper and Elders. I am not permitted to enter the lair of The
Banished as my Elders advise me caution. But they may come to me. And after them, if
all is well and they are agreeable, I may go down to speak to all the Pride."
HyWend hurried down into FyreKeep and quickly cornered the Keeper and explained all
that had happened and all she had learned. When she finally paused, she expected to
see her own joy reflected on her leader's face. Instead she saw deep fear.
"HyWend, what have you done? You have spoken with one from outside our Pride? How
do you know if this is a real dragon and not a chimra in disguise?"
"But he flew!" she said with an enthusiasm that withered at her Keeper's expression.
"Chimras... they... they don't fly."
"Have you crawled back in your shell? Chimras look like many sorts of animals all
tumbled together! Some have the faces of the lions of the mountains, but some have
goat's heads and others have tails like snakes. We've even seen some with wings, trying
to sneak into our lair as if they were dragons themselves. And they are hot, filled with

lava! How do you know this is not the greatest among them, trying to lure us out from
the fortifications of our mountain while his kin attack us from below?" the Keeper said.
"But chimra are mindless beasts, driven by hunger!" said HyWend. "They never speak
and even if they did, how would then know our words and ways? How would they know
our Lore?"
The Keeper paused in thought. The sharp tone of their words had drawn the attention of
all the dragons around them. Several had moved nearer out of curiosity, especially a
guardian who watched them closely and seemed tense and ready to move.
"We will not go to this so-called flying dragon," the Keeper growled quietly. "He must
come down to us where we can bind him in chains and be ready to defend ourselves."
HyWend began to protest but the guardian came between her and the Keeper. "Hold
your tongue!" the guardian snapped. HyWend was disappointed but not all was lost,
and she went back outside and began to climb up out of the crater to WanderFar. When
she arrived, she explained what had happened and what the Keeper had decided.
"I cannot go down into the lair of The Banished, especially to be bound by chains when I
have no idea of their mind or intent," he said. "That was plainly decreed to me by my
Elders. If they are not willing to come to me, that is their choice. They are as rebellious as
their ancestors."
Horror rose up in HyWend's heart. "No, please no. I only spoke to the Keeper and she is
afraid. What about the others down there? And even if they do not climb, what of the
generations to come? What of the hatchlings down there who have not thought or say?
Shall they be condemned to this curse because of their elders? And what about me? I'm
here!"
And, my hoomon friends, we will end here today. If you return tomorrow, you will learn
what he said.

Part Five

Friends, you have outdone yourselves. I have not been able to catch a hare for some
time. What a treat! I will just save this for later. Please, please, have a seat.
So last we met, HyWend had pled the case of her Pride, who had seemed to reject the
offer from WanderFar to learn the deep truth and have their banishment revoked. "And
what about me?" she had cried, "I'm here!"
"Yes," he said. "You've made the climb and accepted the truth. I should teach you the
song and then you can fly away with me."
Leaving her Pride troubled her. Hardly any in FyreKeep knew even a hint of the truth.
How could any judge the truth if they had not heard it? And so she asked for another
chance to speak with her folk. If any listened, then some might be saved. If not, then she
would leave with him.
By the time she climbed back down it was dark, and at the entrance to the Dome several
armored guardians stood watch. She had never seen them guard the Dome from the
crater before. One glared at her as she walked past, while the others paused in their
conversations.
She first went to BrightTongue, and shared with her all she had learned and about
WanderFar and his offer. "I don't know," her friend replied with a troubled look. "The
Keeper called a PrideGather and warned us the chimra might have taken new forms and
may have learned our tongue and ways. We were warned to be vigilant."
"That is not truth," HyWend said. "I have seen WanderFar. I have talked with him. He is a
dragon and not some chimra! And what he shares fits all I -- all that you and I -- have
learned. It explains why we can't fly or breathe fire. It explains why we have what the
Keeper lies by calling it 'the urge'. It's no urge at all. It is the feeling of emptiness from
our missing fire!"
"Careful, HyWend! You insult our Elders and speak many hard things. You speak of our
silly hatchling ideas and our clutchhold play as if it were Lore and Wisdom. I, for one,
have grown out of my hatchling nest. Perhaps it is time for you to do the same."

"BrightTongue, you are my dearest friend! Surely I deserve your trust. Just come and
hear from him yourself. See him for yourself! Judge for yourself!"
"Friend? You rejected my friendship and company long ago. You found your moody
solitude preferable to any friendship with me or anyone else. Each time I invited you to
join us, you rejected me. Now you are rejecting our leaders and traditions for some
strange creature over the rim. Tell me, 'dearest friend', what makes this wandering
dragon more preferable?"
HyWend stood speechless for several flaps. Before she could recover her wits, her friend
walked away, each step an angry claw of the ground. Afterwards, HyWend spoke to a
few others she had been close to throughout her life, but none gave her much time or
attention.
She returned to her lair discouraged and slept fitfully. When she rose the next morning,
it was with great sorrow. As she passed the caverns that had been her home and the
dragon folk who had been her family for her whole life, she inwardly and reluctantly said
farewell.
WanderFar had waited for her at the widest ledge on the rim of the volcano and greeted
her with a mix of joy and sadness. "I am so pleased to see you return, but I see your
efforts were in vain. I am sorry your Pride has chosen as they have."
She felt like she might crack into a hundred shards. "Please teach me the song. It is all I
have left."
Now, dear friends, there are all sorts of things you hoomons do very well, even better
than dragons, but singing is not one of them. I know you take great pride in your
rhythms and clever words and your instruments, but none truly compare to the magic of
dragon song. I cannot even describe it to you, and if I sang to you now, your paltry
hearing could not fathom even a taste of it. It would be like trying to catch a waterfall in
a turtle shell. So trust me as I continue.
HyWend heard the song and it brought her to such great sadness. For you see, she was
a dragon without fire, stripped of magic from before the laying of her very egg. The
singing was greater than any she heard before, even BrightTongue's, and just the beauty
of the song and its singing was proof enough to her of its very deep truth. And the song

cut to the heart with each rumble until it devastated the hearer and brought her to deep,
heavy mourning.
With her magicless voice she learned to sing the terrible story of PrideBreak, the one
who stole hoomon livestock out of hunger and laziness and then stole hoomon children
out of spite when the farmers chased him. How PrideBreak the WarBringer allowed evil
to fully grow in his heart until he warred with all hoomons and rallied other dragons to
his needless fight. And how PrideBreak the Banished was captured by his Elders,
stripped of his magic, and sent to live out the rest of his days without fire or flight.
As she sang it back to him fully, WanderFar seemed satisfied. But she was not. And as
she pondered this, she realized the song was incomplete. WanderFar just did not know
it yet. For as much of the story only he knew, there was more that only she could share.
And so she added to the song about PrideBreak the CurseGiver, the banished dragon
who built his own Pride and doomed his descendents to live under his sin and curse for
all eternity, where each dragon lived with the deep void of a heart with no fire.
When she finished, WanderFar looked astonished and deeply grieved. "You are truly
ready," he said. As my Elders have instructed me, and as you have met their
requirements, I will now remove the curse."
You might be surprised to learn how dragons receive their fire. If I told you they had to
catch a mystical stag, or find a great treasure, or master any number of great magics,
you would probably not be surprised. After all, shouldn't great effort be expended for
such a great gift?
But, it is not so. It's rather uneventful, really. Dragons share their fire one to another. It is
a rite of passage with great meaning, but still a simple task. And when WanderFar took
away HyWend's curse by giving her Dragon's Fire, it was much how you hoomons would
light one torch with another already aflame. WanderFar breathed out his most precious,
purest magical flame, a white glowing wisp of great length, and HyWend breathed it in.
Suddenly, as if the volcano itself had exploded in her heart, HyWend felt alive. The great
emptiness was filled. The cold that always numbed her legs and claws vanished. She felt
as light as a hatchling again. And her wings flung outward as if catching a great wind.

WanderFar's eyes were filled with awe. "I've never seen an adult dragon gain her fire.
The hatchlings are excited for it, and we are excited for them. But it's a normal thing,
routine. But with you... How do you feel? You are like a different creature altogether!"
HyWend looked down at her arms and then turned her head to see her torso and tail.
Much like how the trees show a hint of their autumn colors as their leaves first sprout
but only truly reveal their spectacular shades at summer's end, so now HyWend's golden
scales glowed like molten metal. HyWend was so overcome with emotion she could not
speak. She simply looked up at him, the words "thank you, thank you, thank you..."
overflowing in her heart.
"Come, my friend!" WanderFar called as he bolted up into the sky. "Let's see you fly!"
As before in the cavern, HyWend began to flap her wings, but this time it was so, so
different. You see, friends, dragon fire is magical. It needs no fuel, and though it warms a
dragon through, it never burns him. It also makes a dragon as light as the wind and her
wings strong. And so with half the effort she gave before, she shot up into the air after
WanderFar.
"It is incredible," she cried out to him. "Everything! Everything is incredible!"
With ease and speed she began to master the basics. It was like she knew the answers
before she could even form the questions. The cool wind hummed in her ears, the sun
wheeled above her, thermals rushed up from the ground to lift her higher, and the wet
mist of clouds refreshed her. She chased eagles, she dove at a herd of deer making
them scatter, and she wound her way through trees and valleys. The speed was
exhilarating, the power and control pleasurable, and through it all everything just felt
right. She was herself, at last.
Despite her joy, she began to tire, and they landed back on the ledge. "You were so
quick in your turns," she said. It occurred to her that flying dragons might have all sorts
of terms and words for aspects of flying that she had no idea about.
He looked her over. "You did well, especially for your first flight. But I imagine those
gemstones cause a lot of drag and might weigh you down a little."
She looked herself over and began to carefully pick at some of the stones. She was
conflicted. Some of them had been great finds which she proudly wore. But as she

removed the less valued stones in the less noticeable places, she did begin to feel
lighter and freer in movement. Still, she made a careful pile so she could put them back
on later.
WanderFar picked one of the gems in his talons and began to roll it around in his claws.
"If I may ask, why do you and your Pride wear these stones? I can't imagine them
keeping you warm or protecting you all that much."
"Honestly, I don't know," she said. Her mind wandered back to her hatchling days, to
when she had first been brought before the Keeper. She remembered how dazzling and
fearsome the Keeper looked with all her gems catching the firelight. "I think maybe it
was our way of trying to recall the days when we had fire inside." With a purr she began
to glow brightly and motioned toward her torso. "We can't do this. All we can do is wear
gems that can help us look like this. And with that realization the stones became
worthless. She began brushing them away like vermin, the pride of a few moments prior
now shame at having worn a disguise.
"Don't be troubled," WanderFar said, drawing close. "We all take shelter during the
storms until they are gone, and then we fly without fear. It's in blue sky we wander far
and seek the high winds." He smiled in the dragon way at his clever words.
"Yes, I see the truth of it."
Sun had nearly crossed the sky at that point and so WanderFar began to settle into the
sort of nest he had scratched into the ash and dirt on the ledge. "You will need several
days to strengthen your wings for a long journey. I will also show you how to hunt and
anything else you may need to know. And then we shall depart for my Pride at SunWake
near the Great Ocean."
Again, she was conflicted, my hoomon friends. Tomorrow I'll tell you why.

Part Six

Ah, friends, a wild duck is most welcome. I've eaten mountain goats for so long that I've
nearly forgotten all these wonderful tastes you've brought me over these suns. As you
can see, your offerings have done much to help me gain weight and grow stronger. I
may even go out for a hunt in the forest, myself, sometime soon. So where were we?
Hmmm...
For the next few days HyWend shadowed WanderFar as they explored the area. The tiny
sliver of the world she knew grew so much smaller as she realized how big the world
really was. Their flights grew longer and she saw so many strange things.
There were plenty of valleys and mountains nearby, but then to the south the mountains
abruptly ended giving way to flat plains with hardly a tree. A dry desert formed to the
west of that area. The small stream that wound in the northern valley away from
FyreKeep fed into a larger river, which doubled when it joined another river, and it
became a racing tumult, roaring like a claw's worth of thunderstorms.
She learned to hunt, and especially liked to fish, plummeting from great heights to dive
deep beneath the water's surface after the tasty treats.
By the way, do you think you could bring me some fish next time? Oh... apologies.
You're here for a story, not requests for my next meal.
Anyhow, of all her lessons, the greatest and most painful were about the hoomons, for
she knew her ancestors were those who had begun the war between our two peoples.
WanderFar attempted to answer her numerous questions, but many were answered with
"I don't know."
When they settled on the rim at night, she often looked down into the crater below and
to her favorite pool on the south end. And with her improved eyesight from having fire,
she could tell which guardians were on watch that night. If only they knew, she thought.
This continued for several suns until one evening WanderFar announced she was ready
for them to make the journey. "You will see and learn so many new things along the way,
and I can't wait to introduce you to my Pride. What will you call yourself?"

She smiled at his enthusiasm. "I believe I will continue to be known as HyWend. It may
have been a warning of a name, but it became a fulfilled prophecy. But I think I shall
take a second name with it. I shall be called HyWend TruthSeeker."
"Oh, what marvelous names, and how fitting! You have taken hold of your name just as
you have taken hold of the truth. And I will be called WanderFar HopeBringer. I take the
name you first gave me!"
"That was not exactly the first name I gave you," she chuckled.
"It's the first I liked!"
After WanderFar had dozed off, HyWend continued to sleepily gaze down into the
crater and at the Dome at center. A cold gust buffeted her slightly but she felt no chill.
The fire inside her warmed her continually. Already she was beginning to take that for
granted, and a wave of sadness came over her for her Pride. Soon it would be winter
again and the most difficult part of their continuous struggle. She wished they would
have listened to her. And she fell asleep wondering if she could have done anything
differently.
When Sun woke her, she found that WanderFar had let her sleep and had caught a stag
for their breakfast. She thanked him but he said it had taken him no effort. He had just
dropped from the sky atop the unsuspecting beast and then brought it back. "But I
avoid the mothers with young," he said, "Or else the little ones will suffer. And we hunt
in different places each day so that we don't make it hard on them."
Something about those thoughts and all her observations since the evening before
tumbled together, settling into a deep truth for HyWend. "I can't go," she said. "I can't
leave my Pride like this. The cold is coming. Like you said about the deer, the 'little ones
will suffer.' It's so easy for us to hunt and warm ourselves, but so very hard for them. I
must do something."
"What can we do? They have rejected us and the Elders have forbidden us--"
"They have forbidden you, dear WanderFar. You. They have no rule over me."
"What will you do?"

Now that she had reached a decision she hadn't even realized she had been considering,
it felt right. Very, very right. She looked up at her friend who had saved her life and
future. "I will return to them. I will live among them and help as I can. And then maybe
some may want to learn the deep truth. And just as you have taught me the song of our
shame, I will teach others and will pass along our fire to those who embrace it. I will be
HyWend TruthBringer."
"It's a good name," he said after a few wingflaps of thought.
He left her later that day. Before he departed, he taught her the way to his Pride at
SunWake. He also promised to return in high summer to check on her. She sadly
watched her friend go, but comforted herself on her newfound duty and on his
promised return.
For the remainder of that day she watched the crater and the guardians at the entrance
to the Dome. Toward evening her two clutchmates ChimraBreak and TalonStryke took
up watch. There would be no more perfect a time to return. She just wasn't exactly sure
what to say or do. She climbed down to the crater, avoiding flying for now. At last she
made it to the ground, and made her way to the entry.
As HyWend walked toward her clutchmates, she wondered if she'd be treated like a
traitor and denied entry into FyreKeep. But it seemed her fears were unfounded, at least
for now.
"Where have you been, climbing like a lizard?" ChimraBreak said. "We thought you had
fallen off the rim." As usual, her words sounded more like a joke than any actual concern.
She was HyWend's least favorite clutchmate, but still they were clutchmates, so she
responded kindly.
"No, I explored the area and decided to return when I had seen enough." It was true in a
sense.
"And what happened to your gemstones?" TalonStryke asked. He was very curious, as he
was quite the collector and had regularly offered to trade for a few of her best stones.
"I've decided to allow my inner beauty to shine instead relying on old stones lying
around."

"What?" ChimraBreak scoffed. "Are you mad? You really have become the tradition
breaker!"
TalonStryke peered in the direction she had come. "And... what have you done with your
gems?"
She ignored their last comments and brushed past them into the Dome and toward her
lair.
The summer had given way to early autumn and cool night air already poured into the
caverns. For once in her life this unwelcome change of seasons did not affect her. Still,
she keenly remembered the stinging cold. She now knew dragons were created to have
Heet and Fyre within them, and the memory of living otherwise gave her a shudder.
As she passed the tunnels and folk she had left just a few suns ago, it was remarkable
how her perspective had changed. She was now filled with compassion for these hungry,
cold dragons, and she would help them as much as she could.
Her first stop was the clutchhold, where this summer's eggs were clustered together in a
soft nest in one of the warmest chambers. But she knew it wasn't enough. There were
sixteen eggs right now. If they were very lucky, half would hatch in early Spring. If the
winter was especially harsh, even less. In the Lore there were songs of cursed summers
without any hatchlings. But not this time. Carefully she breathed fire up on the roof of
the cave. After a few moments the rock above began to radiate heat back and the room
warmed considerably. And quietly she left the place for her lair, pleased the eggs would
stay warm for the night.
The next morning she checked in with the Elders, apologizing for any disruption she had
caused recently and for her absence. She mentioned nothing about WanderFar or
dragon fire and they did not bring it up, either. After a few scolded her, they all seemed
smug and satisfied with her apology. But she noticed the Keeper watching her silently,
intently, as if she were picking apart everything she had said. Her only words to HyWend
were to dismiss her to her duties and to urge her to regain their trust with hard work.
At midmorning as she went about her normal tasks for the Elders monitoring the pools,
she stole away to one of the dark crevices in the cliff face and with a few flaps of her
wings had flown to the top and to the other side of the rim, out of sight. From her

vantage point she quickly located the hunting group. They were so slow they had only
just gotten to the edge of the forest. It was a wonder they could actually keep the Pride
fed. She spotted a small herd of deer grazing a few hills over, but the with the direction
they were going, the hunting party would never see them. But that should be easy to
remedy, she thought.
She worked her way just out of sight of the hunters and then dove off the lip of the
volcano, toward the ground below. Her wings unfurled and she glided down, curving
away until she could freely fly unseen. It only took a few minutes for her to work her way
back around to the far side of the herd of deer, where she landed among them, hissing
and snapping. The deer bolted the opposite direction toward the hunters and within a
few wingflaps she heard the sounds of several successful kills. The Pride would eat well
tonight.
Later, she stopped in to visit the healers who she used to serve while a hatchling. Three
of the Pride were under their care, two having been wounded in a rockslide and one an
older dragon who had been in decline for some time. Dragons usually greet one
another with a roar, but when greeting one who is hurt or young, they nuzzle gently.
WanderFar had taught HyWend that dragon's fire had healing properties, so when she
nuzzled each of the sick, she breathed out a small, hidden spark which would soak into
their scales. And by the time she left they all were feeling a bit better.
For several moonwinks HyWend did such things: warming, feeding, and healing. And
she did other things to help and encourage her Pride, always in secret. It gave her a lot
of satisfaction but she longed to openly share the deep truth. She wasn't sure how to do
that, but hoped for an opportunity. One day opportunity came, but not in the way she
expected.
And when we next meet, I'll share with you what happened.

Part Seven

As was HyWend's new custom, she snuck into the clutchhold late at night and began to
warm the roof of the chamber with her fire. As the firelight expelled the shadows, she
realized she was not alone. The Keeper had been crouched in the in the darkest part of
the cave.
"What are you doing, HyWend?" she said coolly, rising to full height.
HyWend paused, but allowed her body to grow bright, lighting up the cave as much as
her flame had. "I'm using my fire to warm the clutch. I do this each night in hopes that
we don't lose most of our eggs as we do every winter." She didn't mean for it to, but she
said it like an accusation.
"And I suppose you will feed those extra mouths with your secretive assistance to our
hunters?"
HyWend felt her scales cool. The Keeper had been watching her. "Yes."
"And you will keep them healthy in the same way as you do now by visiting our sick?"
"Yes, Keeper, as you seem to already know, I do much to serve our Pride."
"And how long did you expect to keep up this charade, HyWend?"
"As long as needed, until this whole Pride learns and accepts the truth of our
banishment and has the curse lifted to become real dragons again, dragons with Heet in
their bodies and Fyre in their hearts, who can fly and breathe dragon fire!"
"Or chimra fire."
"Chimra? What are you saying?"
"You have a wonderful story, HyWend. Too wonderful. You're the only dragon in your
generation -- the first since me, actually -- to have discovered the truth about us, how
we can't actually fly. I saw how it splintered your spirit. And then just when I wondered if
we might lose one of our brightest to the grief of knowing this terrible truth, you
supposedly meet a flying dragon who magically gave you everything you lack."

"Keeper, you're twisting things. You make it sound like I'm crazy. Would a crazy dragon
be able to do this?" She blew out fire which instantly heated the roof of the cave.
The Keeper moved closer to her and HyWend felt a twinge of fear. "I'm not sure,
HyWend. I'm not sure what such a desperate dragon would do. Would a dragon so
wracked with grief make up such a story? Would a dragon so buried in despair consort
with the chimra and learn their magics? Would a dragon driven to the very edge of
insanity conspire with our most deadly enemies against us? I don't know, HyWend. I
don't know. Why don't you tell me?"
"None of that is true! If I were conspiring with the chimra, why would I be helping our
Pride? Obviously you know all I am doing, how I tend to our young and sick and I help
our hunters feed us. I make us safer, not less! Why would I do good if my heart was
evil?"
"When you were young and I took you to look out upon the world for the first time, you
saw the hoomons. You saw their lairs made of trees and stone. And you saw how they
grow the plants they eat and they keep their prey inside the long walls they build. Oh,
yes, they care for their prey, they herd their prey here and there where they can feed
and water them. They keep them safe, and they build shelters for them to keep them
warm from the cold. They help their prey very much. But in the end? In the end they are
still prey. Maybe that is what we are now to you? Maybe you are fattening us up for the
chimra like the hoomons do with all their prey?"
HyWend felt numb and cold. Words would not form on her tongue.
"Surely you have some chimra wisdom for me, HyWend?"
HyWend turned and slowly walked toward the opening to the chamber. She paused,
then turned back toward the Keeper. "If my staying here with our Pride does not
convince you of the truth, perhaps my leaving will do so." She walked out, leaving the
Keeper behind.
She walked slowly and sadly, but then as anger welled up within her, her stride grew
long and powerful. She marched into the main chamber of the Dome and looked up
into the small opening above into the stary sky, just as she had those summers ago

when she first decided to climb and was named HyWend for the effort. Back then it
seemed so very high. It was smaller now, but still big enough.
With a leap and several great flaps she rose in the air. She allowed her inner fire to glow
so brightly her body lit up the whole dome, and then she roared out a great pillar of
flame up toward the opening that drove every shadow from the chamber. She heard the
astonished cries of dozens of dragons and as she spun in place she saw all eyes upon
her.
"I am HyWend TruthBringer!" she called out. "I am a true dragon with Heet and Fyre
within me. Our Pride was banished long ago and we were stripped of our ability to
breathe fire and to fly. But I have met a true dragon named WanderFar and have learned
of our shame. I have had my banishment taken away as you can easily see. But our
Elders have rejected my story, choosing rather to hold onto traditions they only partly
understand. And so, I am leaving this Pride. If you wish to learn the whole of the truth,
come to me in the great NewFound cavern. I will make the way plain behind me as I go."
With that she dropped to the ground and stormed down the tunnels toward the large
chamber she had discovered at the beginning of summer.
When she arrived at NewFound, she was furious. She had always been a bit impulsive
and quick to anger, and she had worked very hard to hold her passions in check. But this
was too much. With an echoing shriek, she rose in the air and raced around the walls,
flying as fast as she dared. Here and there she snarled out flame, causing the clouds of
dust she had kicked up to burst into booming fireballs. Around and around she flew,
faster and faster until the floating cinders died out and the dust was now ash. And with
the dying of the flames, her anger passed and she glided to the ground near the
opening.
"Elder! That was... that was amazing!"
The young voice snapped HyWend back from her reverie and she turned to see one of
her students, the same hatchling she had scolded moonwinks ago for attempting to fly.
He stood upright, partially hiding himself behind the edge of the entrance. His face was
a mixture of awe, fear, and excitement.
"That was a display of anger I'm not especially proud to have shared with you."

He dropped to all fours and walked in tentatively toward her and bowed his head. "Elder,
I want to hear the whole of the truth. I can plainly see you are different. I don't
understand why the others won't come."
She smiled wryly in the way dragons do and cocked her head to hear nothing but
silence in the tunnels leading to them. Of her whole Pride, it was just this one hatchling.
It saddened her, but at least this one would know the truth.
"Has your name been given yet?" she asked him.
His expression faltered. "Not officially, but many are starting to call me LoreDoubt."
Upon hearing this, she understood WanderFar's fury when he had learned the meaning
of her name. She held back her anger. "Reject that name," she said firmly but with
kindness. "Yes, you are known as a questioner, but sometimes questions need to be
asked, they demand to be asked. You should never be ashamed for seeking the truth
and making it your own after you've tested it. Here in NewFound you shall choose your
name. It shall be what you want it to be and reflect who you wish to become."
Instantly his demeanor changed. Shame turned to hope. "I don't know what I want to be
called," he said. "Just not that."
She chuckled. "No hurry. I think you will know I'm talking to you when I speak."
"Is NewFound the name of our Pride? Will you be our Keeper?"
The question caught her unprepared. She had not thought that far ahead but as she
considered it, it did not feel quite right. "I don't think two dragons make a Pride. But I
am a teacher and you are a student. Let us be content with that for now."
The next day another joined them. She was an elderly dragon who HyWend knew more
from seeing her with the healers than anywhere else. Her name was WoodGather, and
her entire life she had fetched wood from the surrounding forests to be used for the
holy flame in the ElderLair. But she hadn't been able to gather wood for some time.
HyWend had not been an adult dragon for long, but she had picked up on how elderly
dragons were unwanted. They were respected in word as elders but in action were
treated as burdens, especially when they began to contribute less to the Pride than what

they received. And it seemed to matter little if they had given long, productive summers
of service throughout their lives. Now was all that mattered.
"HyWend, I knew you were special many suns ago," she said. "After your visits at the
healing chamber, I always felt so much better. You brought life to me. Without you, I
would not have been able to make the walk all the way here. I could not have done that
a moonwink ago."
And so HyWend began with two students. Each day when Sun rose, her two followers
worked to make NewFound a proper dragon home, while she worked to meet their
other needs. After hunting in the mornings, she worked to reroute a small spring to flow
into their chamber to a series of pools she had built. And in the evenings she taught
them all she had learned from WanderFar and what she had pieced together from their
Lore.
Within a few suns, the two had learned the whole deep truth, as much as HyWend knew.
And once they had mastered the Song of Shame, she shared the pure white fire that
removed their banishment. HyWend felt the same thrill that WanderFar had expressed
as she saw their transformation. It was like seeing dusty old stones turn into beautiful
gems.
WoodGather had the most astonishing change. She suddenly seemed half her age and
said she felt stronger now than she did even in her youth. At once she embraced the
idea of choosing a new name. "I was called WoodGather simply because they needed
someone to do the chore," she said. "They thought I wasn't bright enough for the more
noble tasks and didn't bother giving me a name any different." She decided to call
herself FyreGift, because she shared HyWend's passion to see the others in FyreKeep
experience what she had received.
And the hatchling who seemed so small and timid just a claws worth of suns before
became a creature of boundless energy. He seemed to never tire of flying and kept the
air circling in NewFound so fast it would have chilled The Banished dragons to the bone.
He began to call himself WendChase, which HyWend found fitting.
A moonwink later another joined them, this one a strong male hunter named
BoulderLeap. "It has become awful for the hunters," he reported. "If we actually make a
catch in this awful cold, the Keeper questions us, blowing the smoke of a whole

summer's worth of fires, wanting to know if you've helped us. When we fail, the Keeper
comes down just as hard on us. She wants us to catch as much as we did when you were
helping us and won't take any excuses. When she accused us of consorting with chimra
to starve our Pride, I couldn't stay another sun."
HyWend did not know how to respond. She felt compassion, sadness, anger, and some
guilt for her role in their trouble. But in that moment, more than anything else, she felt
very unprepared for what the others seemed to expect of her. When young WendChase
called her Elder and looked to her for leadership, that seemed natural. But when
dragons many summers her senior looked to her the same way, she felt very unworthy.
What should she say? What should she do?
"I'm sorry," said FyreGift. "I have seen you and the other hunters out in the forests all my
life and I know how difficult it is for you. The more one gather's wood, the less wood
there is nearby. It then takes longer and is harder to gather since it is now further away.
But those who do not gather don't understand this. I would think it is much the same for
you hunters."
"Yes! You speak truth, WoodGa--, I mean FyreGift. I hope you don't change your names
often. I don't know how I would keep on the trail of them."
HyWend was about to ask how they could help, but FyreGift said, "It is sad, but it may
be the greatest gift you've ever been given, to be so mistreated. For now you have come
to HyWend and she will share the deep truth with you, and if you learn our Lore and
sing our Songs you will never struggle to hunt again." And with laughter in her eyes,
FyreGift's scales began to glow and with a powerful bound she flew off toward the
outside opening they were widening so that they could easily fly in and out of the
mountain.
"Teach me, please, TruthBringer!" cried BoulderLeap.
After BoulderLeap received Dragon's Fire, HyWend and the other members of
NewFound purposed to resume helping The Banished. Since obvious help brought
trouble upon the worker dragons, small acts of kindness became the goal. One example
of this was through BoulderLeap assisting his old hunting party. He did not converse
with them nor come near them, but they quickly learned that wherever they saw him
circling in the sky there was worthy prey below him. And soon they had begun giving

him a sort of salute when they saw him by fully spreading their wings. And that kindness
in the face of rejection seemed to have had some effect, for as the days grew short and
cold, their number grew to seven.
But on the day when Sun takes his quickest crossing of the sky, they heard the sounds
of dragons roaring from the caves leading to The Banished. It sounded like the cries of
war. And when we meet again, you will hear of the legendary Battle of FyreKeep.

Part Eight

Welcome Hoomon friends! You are earlier than usual. Yes, of course I will continue our
story right away. I'll just save these fish for later. Where were we? Ah, yes...
Upon hearing the war cries of The Banished echoing from the caves, HyWend rallied the
six others. "They may wish to fight," she said, "but that doesn't mean we should. When
they come, I will try to reason with them, but be ready to fly. If needed we can take
refuge with the Pride at SunWake where my friend WanderFar nests."
It did not take long for a dragon to appear at the entrance, but it was a young dragon
and he had been horribly wounded with burns over his back and tail. "The chimra," he
gasped out. "The chimra have attacked in strength and we have been overrun. Please
help us!"
HyWend did not hesitate and quickly altered plans she was already forming in case
things had not gone well. "FyreGift, WendChase, hold this cavern and prepare to recieve
the wounded. BoulderLeap, StoneBreak, meet the enemy through these caves, hold the
entrance at the Dome, and direct the weak and wounded back here. The rest with me.
We will attack through the mouth of the Dome."
Barely a breath had passed before all had moved with the blur of true dragons in haste.
The two largest barreled into the caves with mighty roars, and the most nimble,
JadeCarve and WhiteSmoke, took to the air just behind HyWend. In just a claw's worth
of moments they were out in the open sky, skimming up the scored, snow-dusted face
of the volcano, cresting the rim, and diving down into the crater toward the central
Dome and its opening at top.
They dropped into the largest horde of chimra seen in hundreds of summers. The fiery
beasts had filled the Dome, but the dragons who had not fallen were still holding the
various cave entrances leading to the other living spaces.
"It's too small a space to fly separately," HyWend called out. "We'll collide into one
another. We stick together." The three dove toward the left side where a dozen chimra
were attacking several dragons holding the tunnels to the clutchhold and nests of the

the youngest dragons. And the hissing, snapping defenders were quickly being driven
back.
Chimra are creatures not of this world. They are made of stone and by using the great
heat and pressure of the fiery depths they can transform themselves to look like
anything they wish. Most try to mimic the most powerful animals they have encountered
on the mountain like lions, rams, and serpents. Some combine all these into hideous
multi-headed monsters, while others became the very image of their inspiration, though
made of stone with orange lava glowing in the spaces where the rocks joined together.
A smoldering shape of a mountain lion leapt up to meet them. HyWend grabbed the
beast, flinging it to the other side of the Dome where it burst into fiery chunks which
rained down on others. And then she grabbed whatever dark shape was closest beneath
her, tossing it away with all her might. Her two companions did the same and in
moments had cut a path through the horde and cleared a small area in front of the
brave defenders. One was ChimraBreak.
"Stay in the air and keep harrassing them," HyWend called out to WhiteSmoke and
JadeCarve who flew on either side of her as they circled the periphery of the Dome.
"Draw their attention away from the defenders at the caves. Stick together and protect
one another. I'll rejoin you quickly". HyWend curved back toward ChimraBreak.
"HyWend! Thank Heet and Fyre!"
"What has happened?" HyWend asked as she landed next to her clutchmate. She
slashed at a pair of three headed brutes and then winced as another spit lava on her
forearm. She turned and roared fire so bright and hot into the attacker's open mouth
that it exploded into a hundred shards.
"I have no idea," ChimraBreak groaned. "I heard the cries and came as quick as I could.
They may have come up through the ElderLair, but it could be that... arghhh."
HyWend glanced back to see her clutchmate had been heavily wounded and now
struggled to stand. She took a moment to breathe healing fire into ChimraBreak's
deepest wounds, especially one on her neck that bled profusely. As she began to tend
to a second hurt defender, another chimra charged, but she shattered it with a swift

whip of her tail. And then JadeCarve and WhiteSmoke thundered past overhead, roaring
fire, again clearing the nearby area.
In the momentary lull, HyWend leapt to the air where she could see better and quickly
scanned the Dome. Chaos is a weak word to describe the battle, but she could see that
dragons still held almost every entrance and were pushing back the attackers now that
flying dragons harassed them from above. But it did seem like more chimra emerged
from the ElderLair.
Just then, StoneBreak and BoulderLeap erupted from the nearby tunnel leading to
NewFound. Within a few wingflaps, they had dispatched numerous chimra. But their
arrival caused a shift in the enemy. They began to attack furiously with mindless
abandon and seemed to renew their focus on the weaker, flightless dragons, who began
to retreat back to the cave entrances. Another swarm of chimra clawed their way out of
the ElderLair.
HyWend's forces were formidable, but there were too many of the enemy and too much
to defend.
"ChimraBreak!" HyWend called out as she dropped to the ground atop an enormous
lion-faced beast with a goat's head sticking out of its back. "We will clear a path to the
way to NewFound. Gather the wounded and young and retreat there. We have two
there ready to help, and it is more easily defended than here."
Her clutchmate seemed uncertain. "But our home!"
"We will retake FyreKeep, I promise you. But we can't hold the Dome without losing
everyone along the way. It's not a Pride without dragons in it. We must retreat for now."
ChimraBreak glanced around at the melee and then sadly nodded in agreement.
The goat head of the chimra under foot broke free of her grip and snapped at her leg,
but HyWend sheared it off with a savage swipe of her claws. The remaining lion's head
roared and its grotesque body twisted underneath, lava spittle hissing as it hit the
ground all around. HyWend nearly lost her balance as its snakelike tail lashed at her, but
she leapt back into the air, flapping her wings, and righted herself out of reach of the
foul creature. JadeCarve and WhiteSmoke dove past her and caught the beast as it leapt
up at HyWend, dashing it against the ground below and smashing it into pieces.

"Thanks... We can't defend everyone indefinitely. We need to get all we can to
NewFound. It will be much easier to defend. There are only two caves leading there and
one is filled with the stream feeding our pools. Chimra detest water, so they won't
attempt that one."
And then HyWend had an idea. The Dome sat in the lowest, central part of the volcano's
crater, and the pools of water they had collected outside were actually up higher toward
the rim. One of her assignments from the Elders had been to daily inspect both the
water levels and the integrity of the pools. She knew well what it would take to block the
overflow channels and make the pool walls fail to flood the Dome.
"Come with me," she called to her two companions and they landed among
BoulderLeap and StoneBreak.
The two huge males seemed to revel in the fight, and the piles of smoking chimra
rubble surrounding them attested to their prowess. "What a glorious hunt!" shouted
BoulderLeap. "If we could eat stone, we'd feast all winter."
HyWend shared the plan to evacuate to NewFound and then to flood the Dome with
the chimra inside. "Excellent plan," StoneBreak said gleefully. "The chimra will flee like
deer!"
They all took to the air and cut a swath to the closest set of caves. "To NewFound!" she
called out as the way was cleared. For once The Banished listened to her and moved as
quickly as they could, while HyWend and her followers split up to defend the refugees
and draw off the enemy. This was repeated over and over until the last living dragon,
hatchling, and egg was out of the Dome. And then as HyWend's companions defended
the corridor to NewFound and kept the chimra bottled up inside the Dome, she soared
up through the opening out into the snowfall and toward the glistening reservoirs
nearby.
The pools were carefully constructed to take advantage of the heat of FyreKeep. Even in
the coldest of winters they rarely even skimmed over with ice. So as HyWend breeched
the pool walls, great tumults of water gush out, bounding downward toward the
doorways. When the last pool began draining out, she took to the sky and dove back
down into the Dome. She arrived just as the first torrents of water shot through the
entrances.

Chimra cries of victory became shrieks of anguish as the cold water met hot stone.
Chimra after chimra exploded into steaming chunks that flung high through the air as if
FyreKeep itself erupted. HyWend had not expected that and quickly backstroked up out
of range of the flying stone. From above, she watched as the remaining chimra fled back
down into the ElderLair, but the relentless water pursued them. Explosions could be
heard as the retreating beasts were overcome. And then with unexpected swiftness the
Dome was quiet, only knee-deep, oily water lapping on the walls could be heard. Not a
chimra could be seen.
When they were sure it was safe, HyWend and the others searched every chamber for
the wounded. They found four barely alive but dozens who had fallen. Her clutchmate
DiamondFang was among them and HyWend let out a mournful song. But she did not
tarry long for there were living dragons to help.
They made their way to NewFound and instead of the chaos of battle, it was the chaos
of its aftermath. Of the ninety-eight dragons who had lived at FyreKeep, only fifty-five
remained. Nearly all were wounded in some degree. FyreGift and WendChase were
trying to organize them and treat the most severely wounded. A few others were
helping, but most laid here and there, suffering in pain. HyWend and the others
immediately began helping, and it took the majority of that sun to treat the forty-six
wounded and tend to their immediate needs. But despite their efforts, a severely burned
healer died through night.
The next day HyWend, FyreGift, and WhiteSmoke escorted a number of the able bodied
Banished back to the Dome. Most of the water had drained away and floors that had
been polished smooth by the feet of thousands of dragons over hundreds of summers
were now covered with the lifeless stone of fallen chimra as well as the bodies of too
many dragons.
They gathered their dead and created a pyre in the center of the Dome for the fallen to
pass into the smoke. HyWend and her two friends lit the pyre with their fire and the
small band watched as it burned. And when the fire was at its highest, they saw
movement on the other side.
"HyWend!" a raspy voice called out. It was the Keeper.

Part Nine

At first they did not see her through the dance of flames. It was one of The Banished
who first saw her. The Keeper had dragged herself out of a crevice where she had taken
refuge during the attack. Most of her tail, her lower left rear leg, and half of her left wing
were completely gone, and nearly the rest of her left side scarred with bite marks and
burns. HyWend rushed to her and began to use her healing fire, but the Keeper was so
badly wounded she was not sure she could save her.
"HyWend, the Pride? How many escaped? The eggs?"
HyWend did not answer her right away as she examined her and breathed healing fire
into the worst wounds. FyreGift and WhiteSmoke joined her in the effort and soon she
was nearly bathed in the life-giving glow.
"Tell me, HyWend."
HyWend finally answered her. "Fifty-four remain and are safe at NewFound. We have
nine eggs. Twenty-nine have passed into the smoke, and fourteen are missing. Some of
those were in a hunting party and not here during the attack, so we hope we will find
them or for them to return on their own. And maybe the others fled, but we do not yet
know."
"So many lost... Thank you, HyWend. I saw some... some of the battle. You saved our
Pride."
"Every dragon fought. We all won the fight." It looked as if the Keeper intended to argue
the point, but she drifted off into unconsciousness.
The next day two missing dragons were spotted huddling together outside near a warm
spring at the base of the mountain and were rescued. The Keeper also awoke briefly,
which was encouraging. And to add to those spirit-lifting developments, HyWend's
heart soared when her old friend BrightTongue sought her out, asking to understand all
that had happened.

"I see the deep truth," BrightTongue said after HyWend told her the whole of the story
from beginning to end. "And now that I see it, everything else makes sense." She then
left HyWend to consult with the other LoreGatherers and the two remaining Elders.
HyWend watched curiously as a series of PrideGathers happened throughout that day.
And then in the evening when the NewFound dragons were warming rocks for the
others to curl around during the night, BrightTongue returned saying all of FyreKeep
wanted to hear the deep truth. "This is the most wonderful news I've ever heard!"
HyWend cried.
That next morning a PrideGather was called and FyreGift was given the honor of sharing
the story of how long ago their Pride had been banished and how salvation had found
its way to them. Two days later, NewFound echoed with dragon song, the mourning
dirge of the Song of Shame. It was the saddest sound a living creature could ever bear
to hear, as dozens of dragons together sang in unison of the transgressions of their
ancestors. And then, one by one, their banishment was lifted, as white fire passed
among them, a gift from dragon to dragon.
The next few moments were a thing of exquisite beauty, much more so than the anguish
of all that had happened. As dragons became whole and true, glowing with fire with
Heet in their bodies and Fyre in their hearts, they shook off their paltry gemstones and
took to the sky. Like a parade, they circled the volcano, sweeping and diving, breathing
out fire, and whooping with happiness. It was likely the most joyous of celebrations in
the history of dragons.
The Keeper fully awakened several days after this, and seemed neither bitter nor happy
of learning of it. HyWend went to her. "Keeper, will you hear the story and the song?
Will you have your banishment taken away?"
"I know enough of the story to know it is true. Part of me knew it when you first told me.
And now all my doubt is gone. But I don't deserve to have my banishment lifted. I have
failed my Pride and nearly a third passed into the smoke on account of it. It was fitting
the chimra breached the Dome through the ElderLair. Failure came through us, through
me."
"Don't do this, Keeper," HyWend said. "This banishment is from another dragon's
wrongs, not your own. If you seek punishment for your own failings -- if they be failings

at all -- then so be it. But never having Heet and Fyre within you is not the punishment
for your crimes."
The Keeper promised to consider it and two weeks later she became the last of the
FyreKeep dragons to have her banishment lifted. But she relinquished her role and title
as Keeper. Her last act was to disband FyreKeep as a Pride. If there were to be a Pride in
the volcano, it would be NewFound Pride, and all agreed it to be a fitting reflection of
what all had taken place. She then took on the job of caring for and teaching the young,
a task she enjoyed and could physically do despite her handicaps. And she took the
name NestWarm.
Of course, HyWend was expected to become the new Keeper, but she refused it and
nominated FyreGift. And FyreGift, who had once been one of the most lowly of dragons,
had quickly become almost as highly regarded as HyWend. She went on to become the
Keeper of NewFound and turned out to be a very good leader.
When high summer arrived, HyWend was thrilled when reports came that three
unknown dragons were spotted on the horizon. She raced out with BrightTongue and
JadeCarve on her left and right. As soon as she saw the distant flyers, she roared out a
greeting. Moments later her call was returned and soon she could recognize WanderFar
at center. When they met in the air, they passed each other at speed and then circled
back to begin chasing one another, laughing the whole time.
"HyWend!" WanderFar finally called out. "We've been flying all day!"
"Come on, WanderTired!" she teased, "I have a surprise for you." And she headed for the
entrance to NewFound.
WanderFar was shocked to find the assembly of dragons inside, greeting him like a hero
and treating him like the Keeper of Keepers. "So many! My greatest hope was that a
handful would have joined you," he told HyWend, "But I more expected to find you
imprisoned. I brought my two companions here with me in case I needed help breaking
you out."
HyWend then told him all that had happened, and as he looked at the dozens of faces
that surrounded them, it seemed liked he was imagining all the fallen who were absent.
The whole Pride grew silent and somber, but after the proper time of remembrance they

began to celebrate, for The Banished were no longer so and soon all the other Prides
would know it.
The next days were filled with Gathers, both large and small. WanderFar shared that all
seven Prides in the land had offered to take in any dragons who chose to have their
banishment lifted, so they could learn the ways of true dragons. And of the 64 dragons
at NewFound, 43 chose to visit the other Prides to learn the true ways.
While all of NewFound decided on what they would do, WanderFar asked to speak to
HyWend privately. He seemed nervous but after HyWend commanded him to speak his
mind, he said, "HyWend, I'm sure every male in this Pride is trying hard to nest with you,
but I wish you to know I would be very honored if you would become my mate and
build a together-nest with me at SunWake. ...Or here, of course. We could nest here."
HyWend was at first shocked, but then her heart warmed as she fully considered the
idea. It struck her that there might be another deep truth to discover. But even if the
proposal pleased her, she had another thing in mind. "Before I answer you, dear
WanderFar, I want you to know I've thought of another name for myself which you must
now hear. I wish to be known as HyWend PeaceMaker."
"What does...? I don't understand. We are surrounded by great peace."
"Yes. Within this mountain there is peace. But not outside it. Our banishment has been
lifted but the cause of it remains. As we've done here, I want to try to make peace with
the hoomons. We have hated each other for a thousand summers, but if the hatchlings
of The Banished do not try to make amends, the lifting of our curse will not be as tasty.
Will you help me?"
"I... you want me to help you get slain by the hoomons!?!"
"We've learned how to be kind from a distance and to help when needed. It happened
here and brought peace. It can happen again."
I won't bore you children with how the two chased each other over the next few days,
but they did become mates and together took on HyWend's mission to make peace
with you hooomons. They decided to nest apart from the dragons at NewFound so as
not to stir up trouble for them if things did not go well. Young WendChase joined them,
as well as BrightTongue, who quickly learned all she could about the hoomons from the

Lore and the Wisdom, as well as the song of hoomon tongue. And they became a sort
of family.
It is its own story, how HyWend and the others spent a claw's worth of summers
befriending the valley hoomons. But without too much smoke, they watched and helped
when they could. It was a tricky thing to do as the hoomons were at first very fearful and
were quick to make their sharp metal sticks fly through the air at them. But the dragons
would move logs or finish other hard tasks at night after the hoomons went to their
houses. Once the hoomons understood what was happening, they would make a show
of trying to do a difficult task and would talk loud enough for BrightTongue to overhear
them. And they would act as to quit the job and go to their homes while the dragons
helped with amusement.
This went on for some time and there was a sort of peace but no fellowship between
them. It wasn't until after the dragons heard screams after a long rain and saw that one
of the hoomon young had been swept away in the swollen, raging stream, as well as her
father who had tried to save her. HyWend and WanderFar plucked them out of the
tumult, half drowned, and returned them to their family and friends who had watched it
all helplessly. And as the hoomons tended to them, HyWend and WanderFar flew off
without a word.
Two days later the recovered father walked out in the great field and called to them.
HyWend and BrightTongue landed at a distance. And as the man began to thank them
for saving him and his young daughter, they came close to one another, closer than any
dragon and human had come in a thousand summers. HyWend spoke to him with
BrightTongue interpreting, and that led to more talks for many days until HyWend was
able to share the story of PrideBreak and The Banished to the whole village and to
apologize for how dragons had started the hate and war between them. It was well
received, and thus began the GreatPeace that has grown only stronger in the summers
since.
HyWend and WanderFar returned to NewFound to nest, but visited the villagers often
and took trips with them to other hoomon settlements to spread the peace and
fellowship. NewFound remained very small for a Pride as most of the dragons who had
left to did not return other than to visit, but the few at NewFound became like family for
them. They stayed there for nearly 20 summers until FyreGift passed into the smoke. At

that point the remaining dragons decided together to join the other Prides and to allow
FyreKeep and NewFound to rest in the peace that had been built there.
One thing that was very different at the other Prides is that dragons raised their own
young as families instead of raising all the young together. That practice, apparently,
was done only at FyreKeep to help the parents avoid the agony of losing their young. If
none knew whose eggs hatched and whose did not, both the pain of loss and the joy of
hatching were spread to all.
HyWend and WanderFar settled in SunWake and raised eight young through the years.
They lived long, full lives and had several more adventures. They were both quite old
when they passed into the smoke, and all the Prides mourned their passing and
honored them greatly for all they had done. And to this day, both WanderFar and
HyWend are favorite names the young choose for themselves.
What is that? Why do you hardly see dragons anymore? Well, that is another story
entirely, one for another time.
And why am I here alone? Well, I chose to stay behind as there were twelve dragons we
could not account for after the Battle of FyreKeep. When I was younger I searched the
forests and the caverns and went deep to where the chimra used to abide, but I found
no trace. And now in my elder days, I reside here where I can look out upon a great deal
of the world and perhaps see them if they are out there and ever return. I don't think
they will but even so I like the view.
Who am I? Why I used to be called WendChase, the same dragon who was a hatchling
through much of this tale, but for the past seventy-two summers I've gone by
DragonSeek.
And now, my hoomon friends, I must thank you. I was sick for awhile and unable to hunt.
I had grown so weak I had to resort to acting like a cat in the bush waiting on birds,
hoping for a goat to wander too close. It had gotten so I was barely staying alive. But
I've grown strong over the suns you have visited me and fed me for my story. And now I
believe I am ready to take wing, but there is only one way to know...
Watch me, friends!
Feel my wind as I flap my wings.

Look! See me fly!
Now watch my fire light the sky... rrraaarrrggghhh!
Yes! I am myself again!
It's time to fly, to hunt, to seek!
I will speak with you again, maybe to tell another story, but for now farewell!

